From: Ron Thomson <rthomson@brocku.ca>
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2020 at 3:56 PM
To: University Secretary <universitysecretary@brocku.ca>
Subject: Formal complaint re breach of Brock University's Freedom of Expression Policy
Dear Chabriol,
I am writing to submit a formal complaint regarding a breach of Brock’s Freedom of
Expression Policy.
My contact information and relationship to the University is provided in my signature
at the end of this message.
Description of the alleged breach of Brock’s Freedom of Expression Policy
My complaint alleges that Greg Finn, Provost and Vice-President, Academic, violated
the Policy on Sunday, June 7th, 2020, in his “Open Letter to the Brock Community”,
published on Brock News and Tweeted to the larger community, in which he attacks a
faculty member for holding views that are different from his own and those of the
University administration, whom he represents. Here is a link: Provost’s Open Letter
Brock’s Freedom of Expression Policy states, among other points:
“No activity or event shall be disallowed by the University solely on the basis that it
expresses an objectionable or offensive thought, idea, opinion, or belief.”
Please note that Greg Finn’s letter begins with the statement that Professor
Hudlicky’s writing includes “highly objectionable statements that contrast the
promotion of equity and diversity with the promotion of academic merit. These
statements are hurtful and alienating to members of diverse communities and
historically marginalized groups who have, too often, seen their qualifications and
abilities called into question.”
This statement in Greg Finn’s letter demonstrates a direct violation of Brock’s
Freedom of Expression Policy as he acknowledges that his attack on Professor
Hudlicky is predicated on the publication of “highly objectional statements”. He does
not allege that Hudlicky’s writing contains any “illegal or unlawful speech (such as
criminal hate speech, threats or harassment, defamation, etc.)”, which Brock’s
Freedom of Expression Policy explicitly prohibits. The policy does not allow that all
and any views that cause individuals emotional distress can be curtailed, and in any
case, there is very little evidence that anyone was directly hurt by Hudlicky’s stated
views. Most of what I observed on Twitter were reactions (by very few individuals) to
something that had already been cleaned from the internet. In other words, they
were reactions to reactions and interpretations of reactions, few of which were based
on commenters having actually read the offending paper. There is no direct evidence
to support Greg Finn’s contention that anyone at Brock was directly hurt by the
manuscript in question. Any emotional distress appears to have been generated by

Twitter feeds. In any case, offending people cannot be used to curtail the reasonable
presentation of opposing views.
Whether Hudlicky’s writing was verifiably offensive or not, Greg Finn’s letter has the
effect of disallowing particular viewpoints “solely on the basis that [they express] an
objectionable or offensive thought, idea, opinion, or belief.” By disavowing Professor
Hudlicky’s right under Brock’s Freedom of Expression Policy, and threatening ominous
“further steps … being considered”, Greg Finn has unequivocally signalled that he will
discipline anyone who produces an opinion at odds with his own. Needless to say, his
abuse of the Office of Provost in making such threats is a violation of Brock’s RWLEP
as well, and sends a chilling signal to the Brock community that Senior Administration
has no intention of protecting Academic Freedom and Freedom of Speech on its
campus. Worse, they will readily, publicly, and viciously attack anyone who dissents,
with no regard for the irreparable harm this can do to such an individual’s reputation
and career.
Brock’s Freedom of Expression Policy also states:
“Freedom of expression includes the right to contest or criticize the views of others.
However, no person or group may unduly and significantly interfere with the freedom
of expression of another person where such expression is permitted by this Policy.”
While Professor Hudlicky did not violate the Policy by contesting and criticizing
another viewpoint, Greg Finn deliberately violated the policy by “unduly and
significantly interfer[ing] with the freedom of expression of another person where
such expression is permitted by this Policy.” What is odd is that Hudlicky’s manuscript
is not even criticizing the Brock’s own hiring policy, which remains firmly rooted in
the meritocracy Hudlicky supports, not mandatory affirmative action quotas of the
sort Hudlicky criticizes. Of course I recognize that Brock’s hiring policy also requires,
as per the law, that equity seeking groups receive hiring priority in the event two or
more candidates are equally meritorious. Hudlicky did not criticize this type of policy,
nor do we know if he opposes it.
At no point did Greg Finn allege that Professor Hudlicky had violated the Freedom of
Expression Policy, nor would it have been reasonable for him to have done so. It is
worth noting that I have actually obtained a full copy of the entire text of Professor
Hudlicky’s offending manuscript. As a linguist and evidence-based scholar, I see clear
evidence that Greg Finn made false statements about the nature of Hudlicky’s
commentary, misrepresenting it to support his own viewpoint and agenda. In addition
to misrepresentation of what Hudlicky said about merit-based hiring, Greg Finn is
surely aware of common “master” and “apprentice” terminology and models often
used in the natural sciences, especially in European contexts. Surely he is being
disingenuous in pretending that they are necessarily as offensive as he alleges in his
letter. This is all deeply troubling. The brief text from the Hudlicky’s offending
manuscript was not provided in Greg Finn’s open letter, leaving readers to simply
take Greg Finn at his word, which comprises a deeply deceptive misconstrual of what
was actually written by Hudlicky, whether offensive or not.
Greg Finn’s behaviour not only violates Brock’s Freedom of Expression Policy, it also
had the effect of causing most of the emotional distress in the marginalized
population he claimed to be protecting, by alerting them in a very dishonest way, to
offenses that were largely Greg Finn’s own paraphrases and interpretations. These

dishonest statements were later picked up by news outlets and the Tri-Council and
resulted in further comments aimed at supressing freedom of speech and academic
freedom.
I look forward to your timely investigation and response to this formal complaint.
Sincerely,
Ron Thomson
-Ron Thomson, PhD
Professor & Graduate Program Director
Applied Linguistics | Brock University
1812 Sir Isaac Brock Way | St. Catharines, Ontario L2S 3A1
www.brocku.ca/appliedlinguistics
T 905 688 5550 x5842 | F 905 688 2360

